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ABSTRACT

The design of a grasp cOntrol system for an existing three-fingered robot gripper is
presented with the results of laboratory testing on a prototype system built for this thesis
project.

.

The system can deteCt when an object has been grasped by the gripper, and when
the object starts to slip. It does this by sampling the sensors of the gripper fingers. Sam
pling can be performed on the sensors of three fingers. two fingers. or one finger. When

slip has been detected, the system takes conuoi action to stop further slip by increasing
the grip on the object.

;

Related work (University of Saskatchewan, Mechanical. Engineeriilg Abstract
.

89AOOl) covers�ed analysis of the gripper.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In ()I'der for manufacturers to remain competitive, bOth locally and internationally,
.

new techniques ofmanufacturing have to be adopted to cope With the changing demands
of consumers. In areas where there is either labour shortage or high cost of labour, the

new techniques include the adoption of flexible automatedmanufactming systems which

make useof industrial robots.

An industrial robot is ·essentially a mechanical device that canbe programmed to

automatically move objects through different configurations in space [1]. It can also be

described as an automatically controlled, reprogrammable, multipurpose machine, with

or without locomotion, which is capable of manipulating parts or tools for use in in

dustrial automation.

There are many ways of classifying robots. One form of classification is according
to increasing levels of capability [2, 3]. Under this form of classification, robots are

.

divided into the following groups: Operating, Sequence controlled, Playback, Numeri

cally controlled and Intelligent robots. An Operating robot is.one that is remotely con

trolled by an operator such as a teleopeiated robot. Sequence controlled robots are stand

alone units that operate in sequence with preset data that is easily modified. A Playback
.

.

robot is one that is trained by a human operator and then repeatedly performs the reqUired
steps in sequence without further operator interaction. With a Numerically controlled

robot, the human operator controls the robot through·changing a program or entering
numbers, rather than through a training mode. An Intelligent robot is one.that has the

ability to sense its environment and adapt to changing conditions as it completes its task.

Industrial robots have an advantage over conventional machines in that a change in

design Ormodel of a product means major changes in t!te machine or the need for a new
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machine. When robots are used, all that would be needed is a change in the operating
program, thus inttoducing flexibililty into the manufacturing system.

1.1. Robot System

A typical robot system can be divided into several parts [3], as show,n in Figure 1.1:

1. Robot arm - includes the links, joints andwrist

2. End-effector - performs the work by serving as a gripper or tooL
3. Actuator - ·provides the mechanical power to move the robot arm. Ac
tuators are primarily electric but they could also be hydraulic or pneumatic.

4. Transmission system - couples the actuatOr to the joints through connec

tions such as cables, belts or gears.

S. Internal sensors - monitor the motion of the robot.

6. External sensors - collect information about the surrounding environment
and provide this data to the robot.

7. Control system - computer directing overall activity and the necessary in
terface with an operator formonitoring, reprogrammjng or training.

1.2. Areas 01Application 01Robots

Robots are used in many industrial applications. Some of these applications are

parts handling, partmodification, spray painting, assembly, agriculture and food industry
and construction [3].

One of the earliest uses for robots was in parts handling. This included loading and

unloading of die casting machines. In parts handling, the robot simply moves an item

from point A to point B. The robot can be used for unloading incoming supplies or load

ing finished goods, which is known as paIletising. Parts handling robots are usually pick
and-place types. Vision systems have been incorporated into some of the more complex
bin-picking tasks.

Robots that perform part modification functions make use of special tools at their

end effectors. They are characterised by very high accuracy requirements. In many cases,

specialised sensors are included to help the robot locate the position to be worked on.

Partmodification applications include drilling, cutting and welding.
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Figure Ll: Typical robot system (From Poole [3], Fig. 1-7, pp 25)

Spray painting is an excellent task to automate, because> the paint spray is hazadous

and the job is monotonous yet it requires reasonable repeatabilitY >to ensure a quality
finish. > A characteristic of a spray-painting robot is its need for manual teach-control

programming. Contrary to most other robot applications, spray painting works best if the

robot is shown what to do (via teach mode) rather than being programmed via offline

programming.
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Assembly operations include parts insertion, parts fastening, and labelling. An ex

ample of parts insertion is the picking up of electronic components and inserting them

into a printed circuit board. Robots that are used to assemble printed circuit wafers are

used in a clean room, and special care is given to the external robot design to avoid con

taminating the air.

Robots which are used in the agriculture andfood industry are mostly used for pick

ing and sorting. One example is the citrus grading machine developed by Sunldst Cor

poration which handles about eight pieces of fruit per second and can grade oranges or

lemons according to size, colour, blemishes and frost injury. Another application com

bines a conveyer belt system with machine vision for handling and sorting fruits· and

vegetables [3].

At the University of Western Australia, a sheep-shearing robot has been developed
and tested [3]. Mter the sheep is placed in a holding pen, the robot is able to shear the

entire sheep. The robot has a collision-avoidance system that controls the angle of the
cutter and its closeness to the skin.

Robots have been used in only a few applications in the construction field, but it is

one of the key areas expected to expand greatly over the next few years. Concrete finish

ing robots are a current example [3]. These robots are placed on wet cement to trowl and

finish the poured concrete floor. Specially designed wheels ensure that they evenly
spread theirweight and do not sink into the concrete.

The introduction of robots into the manufacturing system has the effect of increas

ing the number of products that are made, lowering production cost and increasing

production efficiency which leads to a rise in the competitiveness .of the company [2].
Robots can replace human beings in dangerous, repetitive and monotonous tasks that

workers dislike.

The development of the microprocessor has played an important role in the rapid
growth of industrial robots. It has also lead to a considerable amount of work in the areas
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of computer vision, tactile sensing, proximity sensing and the development of control

systems to process sensory information. �sent day research in-the field of robotics in
volves the design of "intelligent" robots with artificial'senses of sight, and' touch which
make them able to adapt to changes in the environment.

1.3. ObjeetiveOf The Project

Many robot tasks requiie the robot to react to changes at the gripper-object contact.
These changes include making and bre3king of contacts, and motions of the object. To
achieve this requirement, sensors are incorporated into the gripper design to provide in
formation on changes at the gripper-object contact, and algorithms are developed ,to inter

pret the tactile information, and to control the grasp.

The objective of this project is to design, for a robot gripper, a system that uses

tactile sensory feedback to control grasping, and to test the system for a variety of grasp
ing simations. The system should be able to detect when an object bas been gripped by
the gripper, and when the object starts to slip. Once slip bas been detected, the gripper
will ,adjust its grip on the object. The gripper that is to be used for the testing and analysis

, ,

in this project was designed and built in the Departments of Electrical and Mechanical

Engineering, University of Saskatchewan.

1.4. Outline OfThe Thesis

A definition of tactile sensing and previous work done in that area are discussed in
,

.

Chapter 2. Chapter 3 contains a description of the experimental apparatus. The experi
ments and results are presented in Chapters 4 and 5.' The summary, conclusion and

recommendations for further work are_given ,inChapter 6.
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2. TACTILE SENSING FOR GRASP CONTROL

2.1. Introduction

Tactile sensing, or touch sensing, is the ability to sense conditions at the finger

object contact, Human dexterity is a marvelous thing; our hands can grasp a wide variety
of shapes and sizes, perform complex tasks and switch between grasps in response to

changing tuk requirements. This is due in part to the physical strUcture of our hands and

in part to our sophisticated control capabilities. In large measure, this control capability is
due ttl tactile· sensing. People become clumsy when deprived of reliable tactile infor-.
mation

.

through numbness of anaesthetized or cold fingers even thOugh their other

capabilities are intact [4].

The need for tactile sensing occurs in many robotic applications such as in the

general problemof locating, identifying, and organizing parts that need to be assembled.

Computer vision systems can be used to perform these functions but many cases require
positional information that cannot be provided because of deficiencies inherent in com

puter vision systems. Some of these deficiencies [3, 5] are listed below:
1. The first deficiency is accuracy. In a typical p� handling operation, the
vision system could position the robot to within 6mm while maintaining a

field view of 1.5m hQrizontally. Such positioning accuracy is quite good for
a vision system, but it may not be adequate for the precise positioning
needed to insert a part into a machine tooL This is because without touch,
last minute minor cmm:tions to the robot's movement are not practical be
cause the gripper can block the camera's view. .

2. The second deficiency of computer vision arises from the fact that a com
puter vision system cannot see behind the . part. If gripping reliCs on some-.

how reaching around the part, blind gripping may result. in damage of the
parts.

3. The third deficiency is that data from vision systems generally require more
processing than information from tactile systems.
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Tactile sensing gives important information about object shape and slippage. which

are very useful in handling objeCts.

A disadvantage of tactile sensing is that it cannot ·give information·about 'a part of
the object that the robot is not able to reach.

.

2.2. Tactile Sensing Systems

The major components of a tactile sensing system [5] are
l. a touch surface

2. a transduction medium which converts local forces or moments into electri-
cal signals

.

3. structure, and

4. a controJ/interface
.

The model of a complete tactile sensing system is shown in Figure 2.1. The func

tional divisions fall into a pyramidal form, with the more computationally intensive

processes occmring .at the upper end of the pyramid and the more functionally rigid
processes at the bottom. The vertical connections permit data flow downwards for ad

dressing purposes and upwards for signal use by higher subsystems.

2.2.1. TnmsduetiOD

Transduction techniques for tactile data vary from very simple transducers such as

switchet, which can be used to indicate simple contact With an object, to complex.
transducers which measure normal and shear forces, and their spatial derivatives, at the

contact surface. Many phenomena have been investigated for use in tactile transducers.

Some- specific examples of tactile transducers include pneumatic sensors, strain gauges;

capacitive coupling devices, optical devices, silicon· micromechanical structures,

piezoelectric devices, piezoresistive devices and magnetostrictive devices. [6, 7].
Transducers should be sufficient in number to permit an accurate reconstruction of con

tact detail.

Fearing [8] describes two different approaches to obtaining contact information
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Figure 2.1: General Model of a Tactile Sensing System

from a finger tip sensor. The first approach involves a sensor that gives location and

resultant force using a strain gauge structure, and the second approach involves the use of

arrays of deflection transducers. The array sensor approach has an advantage for deter

mining contact shape from a single measurement. In one sense; N by M measurements

with a single element tactile sensor can be equivalent to one measurement at each of N by

M. sensors. However, objects may move while being manipulated with the fingers. Ob

j� motion makes it necessary to have siml)ltaneous measurement over the whole finger
surface. It is difficult.and time consuming to expl� the object using a single tactile sen

sor to determine contact type if the objectmust remain grasped.
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2.2.2. Multiplexing

Multiplexing involves two stages: the query stage and the access stage [6] •. In the

query stage the controller $pCCifies the specific sensory data required for an immediate

task and correlates the selected data with its known address. In the access stage the con

troller outputs this address to a multiplexer or series ofmultipleXers that respond to their

corresponding addresses by enabling the appropiate sensory data for output.

2.2.3. Tadile Data Selection

Dming a manipulation sequence, the controller must make use of tactile data in a

variety of forms, and irmust be available at data rates that allow for accurate manipula
tion. Not all the tactile data may be meaningful, and processing time can be gready
reduced by internally updating only the data elements that have been changed or only thC

sites of interest. Methods of data management that permit the system user to specify (in
software) the natme of tactile data selection and to influence the speed at which data

processing can be performed have been identified. Some of these methods are Full scan;

Reactive scan and Anticipatory scan [6].

Dming Full sean; the entire sensing array is scanned during each cycle of data ac

quisition. This method is sufficient for relatively small sensing arrays or for low operat

ing speeds. On a much larger scale, the sensory system can easily have a size that

prohibits the use of a full scan of allseasor elements within the necessary time interval.

In this case, another method of accessing data is imperative.

Reactive scan is used in cases where the manipulation algorithm .may oilly require
information that has changed since the last sensor system scan, for example, when detect

ing slip during an object transportation sequence or in the early stages of object acquisi
tion. In order to facilitate this process, only the sets of sensory patches having elements

that have changed since the last update cycle are refreshed in the sensor state table. The

monitoring of each sensor patch can be performed continuously by a local processor. Al

though this approach does not completely eliminate the possibility that the data from an

inactivated sensor would be processed, itwill increase the speed at which the sensor state

table may be updated.
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Anticipatory scan is used when in the time interval immediately prior to the acquisi
tion of an object of known geometry and location, it may be desirable to monitor specific
sensor patches at very high speeds in order to determine the exact instant of rendezvous.

In this case, only the sensor patches of interest are monitored, regardless of whether or

not sensor activation has taken place. Again, if only some of the sensory patches have

been selected, sensor data update times will decrease in a manner proportional to the

numberofpatches selected.

It is possible to combine reactive and anticipatory scanning and update only those

sensory patches that have been selected and have changed since the last update cycle.
Such an approach would result in the highest possible operating speed.

2.2.4. Signal Proeessing

Signal processing puts the signals from the sensors into a form that is compatible
with the rest of the system. The steps required for processing of the raw sensor data in

clude filtering, amplification, attenuation, buffering and digitization. Filtering is required
to reduce the noise in the sensor data. Weak sensor signals are amplified while signals
that are too high are scaled down or attenuated to match the capabilities of electronics

systems. Buffering is a means of temporarily storing data until they can be used for their

intended purpose. Sample-and hold circuits are used to store analog signals, while digital

storage registers are used to store discrete signals. Digitization is the conversion of data

from analog to digital form using analog-to-digital converters.

2.2.5. Tactile DataAnalysis

Tactile data analysis, or data processing, involves the extraction, from the tactile

data, of information on contact interactions. Computations may also be performed to

enhance or identify contact features.
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2.2.6. Control

Tactile information from the lower levels is used to control grasp andmanipulation.
This can be information on the force that is applied to the grasped object, and/or infor
mation on whether the object has started to slip. Based on the information received, the

control action could be a decrease of the grasping force if the object has been gripped too
hard, or an increase in the grasping force if the object has been gripped too lightly. Con�

trol action can occur while the object is moved from one place to another.

2.2.7. Computer System

The functions of control, tactile data selection and analysis, and some aspects of

processing can be accomplished by use of digital computer(s). The earliest robot systems
did not use computers to control the robot. Instead they relied on plugboard connections,

relay logic, limit switches, and position stops. Machine sequence control used a relay
logic system based on a ladder-type programming enviroment in which each step implied
the next. Unexpected jumps in the program, such as might be necessary to cope with

input/output from sensors, could not be hand1ed. Because the robots were operations
oriented, they could not deal with the complex decisions required with sensors. Control

technology has continued to evolve and now uses the latest microprocessors and intel

ligent sensors to control robot action [3].

2.3. Use Of Slip Sensing In Grasp Control .

Slip sensing plays an important role in the ability to successfully grasp and manipu
late objects.When an objeCt has been grasped, it is necessary to know if the force applied
to the object is sufficient. One way of doing this is to check if the object has started to

slip. Once it has been discovered that the object has started to slip, the force on the

object can be increased to stop further slip.

Slip sensing in humans has been investigated by Johansson andWestling [4]. They
monitored the grasp force and the object acceleration as SUbjects lifted small objects.
Most people use a grip force which is slightly greater than the minimum required for

lifting the object. After a disturbance, or when an incorrect estimate of minimum grip
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force is made, which results in the application of a grip force which is less than the re

quired minimum, the object begins to slip from the hand. This small movement of the

object is quickly followed by an increase in the grasp forces until the object stops

moving. The increases in the grasp force occur unconsciously and in a time period that is

less than tOO milliseconds. By anaesthetizing the smface of the fingertip skin, Johansson

andWestling have shown that corrections to the grasp force are prompted by information
from cutaneous tactile sensors•.

Tactile sensing research has resulted in the development of various methods of sens

ing slip. Some of these methods have been incorporated into robot end-effectors, such as

grippers, for use in grasp control Howe and Cutkosky [9] have developed a
.

slip sensing .

device called the Skin Acceleration Sensor. This sensor has an· inner core that is made of
.

hard plastic. Around this core is a layer of soft polyurethane foam. The outer covering or

skin of the sensor is made of textured silicone robber, which is relatively stiff. An ac- .

celerometer is attached to the inner surface of the skin. This acce1erometer measures the

local skin accelerations produced when areas of the skin catch and snap back as the sen

sor moves against a smface. Figure 2.2 shows thc.skin acceleration sensor and the ap-.

paratus for testing its ability to detect slipe , The sliding platform, shown in the figure, is
.

covered with photocopy paper. Figure 2.3 (a) and (b) show some results of tests carried

out on the sensor. Figure 2.3 (a) shows the position of the platform, with respect to time, .

while Figure 2.3 (b) shows the sensor output with respect to time. This sensor has been

incorporated into a two-fingered manipulator for a simple grasp-lift-replace experiment
[10].

Bicchi et al. [11] have applied Intrinsic Tactile sensing to grasp control. An Intrinsic

Tactile sensor, or IT sensor, comprises a force/torque sensor built in the interior part of

the fingertip of the robot end-effector. The fingertip smface is not equipped with sensors

and can therefore be realized in whatever shape and material the hand designer prefers.
The IT sensor is able to find the position of the ,contact centroid on the fingertip surface,

the intensity of the normal component of the contact force, the intensity and direction of

the tangential (friction) component of the contact force, and the intensity of the torque

generated by friction forces. In an experiment, an object was held in a grasp comprising
.

.
.
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three fingers. Only one finger was active, i.e., it was equipped with an IT sensor. The

other two fingers, without IT sensing capabilities, had fingertip covers with much higher
friction than the active one, and acted only passively to counteract the external distur- .

bances. Figure 2.4 shows a sketch of the finger-object system. Tangential and normal .

components of the active contact force are represented by f, and f., reSpectively. Figure
2.5 shows the acceptable. and unacceptable contact conditions.in the f.-f, plane. Angle.
= arc tan Il., where Il, is the coefficient of static friction relative to the 6nger-object con-

.

tact.1l, isknown with some.approximation. The portions of the·plane external to angle'
correspond to friction ratios higher than Il., i.e. to slippage. Disturbances were generated
by making the grasped object slip. The system proved to be able to discern and prompdy
signal when the friction limit was passed. This corresponded to real slipmotions.

Bao and van·Brussell [12] have incorporated a tactile sensor, developed at the
Catholic University ofLeuven in Belgium, into the inside surfaces of an off-the-shelf two

jaw gripper. In their experiment, each jaw was comprised of a IIUltl'bt of 16 by 16 cells
.

capable of measuring pressure levels, Slip was detected by looking for changes in (a)
.

.

pressure levels of the most loaded cell, (b) contact area, and (c) computed center of

gravity. A simple digital filter is also used to abate the effect of noise. Figure 2.6.out

lines the algorithm for slip detection in pseudocode. Experiments have been carried out,

using this system, with different object sizes and satisfactory results were obtained.

At the University of Saskatchewan, a three-fingered robotic gripper. bas been

designed and built by Muench [7, 13]. The tactile. sensing system uses mays of four thick

film force sensing resistors at each sensor sight. The signals from each array are analysed
and are used to calculate tangential and normal forces at the finger-object contact point.
A cylindrical object was grasped by the fingers of the gripper and slip was caused by

applying a vertical force on the cylinder. Figure 2.7·shows a plot of the tangential com- .

ponent of the gripping force� As the vertical force applied to the object increases, the

tangential force, at the 6nger-object contact, also increases until the point, labelled A,

where the tangential force exceeds the maximum frictional force, At this point, slippage
occurs and this is indicated by a momentary decrease in the tangential force due to the

difference between the static and dynamic coefficients of friction. .
.
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Figure 2.5: Contact conditions for IT sens
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Padl ., in another experiment that was carried out at the University of Sakatchewan,

has done a frequency analysis of the sensor sipals during slippage. This was done using
a robot arm having a parallel jaw gripper equippedwith force sensing resistors. When the .

grasped object started to slip, tbae were oscillations in the sensor signals. The frequency
. of the osciDations was measured and found to be less than 100 Hz. The oscillations in-

•
•

Unpublisbed M.Sc. Thesis
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Figure 2.7: Tangential ComponentofGripping Force (From Wood [13], Fig. 5)

dicated that the. grasped object had started to slip, aDd control commands were issued to

stop further slip.

Dornfeld et at [14, 15) have used acoustic emission signal analysis for detection of. .

.

slip-related motion between a workpiece and a robot gripper. Acoustic emission (or AE)
is the sttess wave generated by a solid undergoing phase tranSitions, plastic .defOl'lDations,
or fracture. These stress waves travel to the surface of the medium and cause minute

.

.

.
.

displacements detectable by sensitive piezoelectric crystals which convert displacement
pulses into a charF. or voltage signal, called the· acoustic emission signal [14, 15].
Acoustic emission is a high frequency signal ranging from 50 kHz to 1 MHz. The plaStic ..

defonnation due to .relative motion of twomaterials in contact. is a good source of acous-
. tic emission ..The experimental setup used for the AE analysis [15] is shown in Figure

.

.'
2.8.. It consists of a twO-finger gripper with rectangular tingeD. The fmgers can close and

.

.

.

open by rotating about independent pivots located inside the gripper bOcly. The gripper "is
.

.
.

"
.

pneumatic and the gripping force can be changed by varying the inlet air pressure� The

work specimen used in the experiment was a cylindrical steel object polished with
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sandpaper. The transducer output was passed duoup·a preamplifier (40 dB pin., SO kHz

pass filter) aDd an amplifier (20 dB pin). The amplified AE signal generated by slip was

recorded on a digital oscilloscope. Translational slip is characterized by the fact that the

cylinder axis always remains nonna! to the plane defined by the arc ofmotion of the two

fingers (plane A in Figure 2.8). During rotatioDal slip, this axis tilts relative to plane A.
.

The AE pnerated during translational slip is shown in Figure 2.9 <a> aDd (b), for pipping
pressmes of 410 kPa and 830 kPa respectively. In both cases, the signal is periodic. with

superimposed hip frequency components. The periodic portion of the signal xepresents
the stick-slip reJated component. 'Ihe frequency of this .componelU is about.20S kHz. The

superimposed bigher &equency components are due to asperity defonnation (deformation

occurring due to contact and interaction with a roup surface> aDd fracture during the slip .

period of the stick-slip motion. The effect of a bigherpippin, pressure is to iDaease the

amplitude of the stick-sUp related component of the signal. with almost no chanae in its

frequency. RocatiODal· slip. produces AE of a distinctly dUfaent natuIe. In the case of

rotational sUp, no stick-slip motion is present. A· typical signal generated during rota

tional slip at a pippin, pressure« 830 kPa is shown in Figure 2.10. The.lower frequency
stick-slip related component is absent in this case. Only a bip hquency bunt usoclatecl
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(a) Gripping pressure = 410 kPa (From Dornfeld [lS], Fig. 9)

20,.....------------....

.

(b) Gripping pressure = 830 kPa (From Dornfeld [15], Fig. 10)

.

Figure 2.9: AE During Translational Slip

with contact mode transition and subsequent slip is observed. It was also noted during the

course of the experiment that rotational slip generated detectable AE only. for gripping
pressures greater than 690 kPa [15]. The AE information can be used to provide control

. commands for recovering from unstable configurations.
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.

Gripping pressure = 830 kPa (From Dornfeld [15], Fig. 11)

Figure 2.10: AE During Rotational Slip

2.4. Concluding Remarks

Substantial research efforts have been devoted to the construction of compact, high
resolution tactile sensors that employ sophisticated transduction and processing tech

niques. Despi1e the progress in sensor fabrication,.relatively few multidetector syS1emS

have been used in real manipulation SYS1emS. Those designs that have been applied in

automated environments have been used in static circumstances for simple contact im

aging rather than for active manipulation, and they suffer from being too cumbersome,

fragile, or slow [6].

The slow progress in the development of comprehensive taCtile sensing systems in

dicates that the fundamental problem is not only one of tactile sensor design and fabrica
tion. There is limi� understanding on how to sense and control the physical phenomena
which characterize slip and·on the making and breaking of contacts. Advancements in

tactile system design will require further undmtanding of the ways in which contact in

fonnation can be used to control grasp and aid in taSk planning.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

For a robot manipulator to perform operations in its environment which are com

parable in complexity to those accomplished by human hands, the forces exerted on an

object being manipulated must be maintained within certain bounds. Grasping forces ex

erted on the object must not be so high that the object is damaged, or so low that slip
occurs and the object is dropped. Slip detection plays a vital role in the ability to

manipulate objects successfully. If the grasped object starts to slip during manipulation, it
would be desirable to detect slippage, and make control corrections in time to stop the

object from slipping further.

This project presents a grasp control method which uses sensory feedback to im

prove grasping stability during object manipulation. The grasp control method closely
resembles, in principle, that of a human being. When a person grasps an object, the mag
nitude of the gripping force exerted on the object is not known. As the object is manipu
lated, the tactile sensors on the hands give information on the position and motion of the

object, with respect to the fingers [4]. So, if the object is slipping, the gripping force on

the object can be increased to recover Stable grasp.

A three-fingered gripper equipped with tactile sensors was used for the experiment.
The gripperwas calibrated to study the response of the tactile sensors to forces applied on

the pad. Then, the gripper gripped an object, and the object was made to slip. Dming

slippage, the tactile sensors were sampled to obtain slip information. This information

was used, in real-time, to recover Stable grasp.

The experimental setup, shown in Figure 3.1, can be divided into two parts, namely
hardware and software. The hardware consists of the gripper and grippermotor, the com

puter hardware, a Das-8 interface board, a digital-to-analog converter (D/A), a parallel
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. digital input-output (110) interface, a data recorder, and weights. The software consists of

programs to perform supervisory control, data acquisition andprocessing.

3.1. Hardware

3.1.1. Gripper

The parallel jaw gripper and simUar mechanisms have been the dominant end

effectors used by research and industrial robots. Owing their success to mechanical

simplicity, these grippers have repeatedly proven their usefulness in parts handling and

simple assembly operations. For such tasks, dlcrc c8n be no doubt as to their continued

effectiveness. As robotic technologies expand into unstructmed environments and

automated tasks become more complex, it is unlikely that these grippers will be ap

propriate in all Situations. Comprehensive assembly tasks will require refined manipula
tion capabilities made possible only by grippers that can adapt rapidly to objects of com

plex geometries and to changes in the position of the grasped object.

The gripper that is used for this project was designed and built at the University of·
Saskatchewan by Muench [7, 13]. It is a three-fingered gripper with tactile sensing
capabilities. Tactile sensing is accomplishedwith the aid of farce sensing resistors which

are placed underneath the gripping pads of the gripper. The gripper was designed to be

used in a medium industrial environment, such as a metal working shop or small as-
.

sembly shop, for jobs such as positioning ofworkpieces into machine tools or component
assembly. A sketch of the gripper is shown in Figure 3.2.

3.t.t.L Tactile SeDsing .

The tactile. sensing technique makes use of force sensitive resistors. The resistors

are manufactured by InterlinkElectronics, and are sold under the trade name Force Sens

ing Resistor [16]. A Force Sensing Resistor, or FSR, consists of a sandwich formed from

electrically conductive polymer layers. The components are formed by silk-screening an

electrically conductive polymer layer onto Mylar sheets [16]. It can be trimmed into .

virtually any shape and size that is required. There are two basic &rran$Cments of the·
FSR, Shunt-Mode construction, as shown in Figure 3.3 (a), and Through-Mode construc-
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Figur" 3.2: Gripper

non. as shown in Figure 3.3 (b). According to the manufacturer, there are no real ad

vantages of one mode over the other; the choice of one mode for a specific operation

depends primarily upon economics and convenience for each particular application.

With the Shunt-mode; the FSR surface is laid in contact with a secondsurface con

taining a pair of interlinking conductive fingers. These fingers can be foil overlaid on
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fSR
Polymer
Are.

(a) Shunt-Mode (from FSR manual [16], Fig. 1)

Mylar
Sheet

(b) Through-Mode (from FSR manual [16], Fig. 2)

Figure 3.3: Force Sensing Resistor Modes
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mylar, or traces etched on a printed circuit boaJ:d. When.a foice is applied perpendicular .

to the surface area,. a shunt circuit is formed between the fingers. The circuit resistance .

drops as the force is increased.

The Through-mode consists of two opposing FSRs, each of which has been printed
over a conductive pad. The two sheets are sandwiched together with the two FSR

polymer areas in contact. The FSR elements conduct between each other, and the conduc

tive pads provide connections from which the output resistance can be measured. A force

applied perpendicular to the polymer areas lowers the Msistance between the two conduc

tivepads.

The style of application that was used for this project was the shunt-mode construc

tion, since this method was found satisfactory in the original gripper design. The mount

ing substrate for the sensors.were produced by etching interlinked patterns onto the sur-
.

face of a printed circuit board. . Each printed circuit board had sixteen Smm by Smm

patterns, and connections were run from the patterns to solder pads, as shown in Figure
3.4. An FSR was placed on each pattern to form a sensor site. ".

55= IIMJlm MMllIJI
E!: I( '11'··'·· IIIf liIlII

Figure 3.4: SensorPrinted CirCuitBoard (FromWood [13], Fig. 2)

The operating resistance of FSRs can range from ten megohms to a few hundred

ohms. There are three useful working ranges: the Switch Range, the Linear Log/Log
Range, and the Linear Range. The following. characteristics are typical of a sample of .
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about 1 centimeter in diameter [16].· The switched range occurs with applied forces be

tween zero and 30 grams. When no force is applied to the sensor, the resistance is very
.

high (10 to 1(0) megohms. A slight force (less than 30 grams) causes an abrupt change in
resistance of about 100:1. The linear logllog range starts after the switched range. This is

a more stable and predictable range, and is the primary area for many applications..The

relationship between the applied force and sensor resistance is approximately a Log/Log
. straight line. This range is from about 30 grams to 8 kilograms. The linear range begins
near the end of the linear logllog range. In this range, the change of resistivity with ap-

.

plied force becomes smaller and approximately linear. The maximum useful load can be

in excess of 4SS kilograms. Figure 3.S (a) and 3.S (b) show the Resistance vs. Force

relationship.

3.L1.2. Gripper Pad I Sensor Configuration

As with most tactile sensors, the FSR elements themselves can only sense forces

acting nonnal to its surface, and not forces acting in the shear plane. Measuring slippage
.

on an object usually requires.· that forces in the shear plane be measured. To obtain the

desired measurement, it is necessary to· remove the. point of contact of the grasped object
to a point above the sensors, allowing the shear force at the surface to be translated into a

bending moment that is resisted by forces normal to the sensor array [7]. The gripper pad
I sensor consttuction is shown in Figure 3.6. The gripper pad (or pad) is made from

polyurethane material. Polyurethane has been used successfully in robotic gripper ap
plications for a number of years, because of its smooth, yet rigid, surface and high coef

ficient of friction to aid gripping. Also important are the excellent wear characteristics

and the fact that it does not damage or sCratch the surface of the object being grasped.
Each finger has four pads and each pad lies above a sensing array that is made up of four

separate sensors,
.

Two layers of flexible materials lie between the gripper and sensors.

These materials help transfer the force from the pad to the sensor array by acting as a

suspension on which the gripper pad can rest anddistribute its load [7]. The firstmaterial,
called the compliantmembrane, is made from neoprene. The. second material was added
to increase the sensitivity of the gripper. It is made from latex rubber and cut into the size

of the sensors. The whole assembly is held togetherwith adhesives.
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Figure 3.6: Gripper Pad I Sensor configuration
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3.1.1.3. Tactile Data Acquisition

Acquisition and conversion of the sensor signal into usable form involves conver-

. sion of the output resistance of the FSR to a voltage. This is done by using a constant

current source as an input to the sensor as shown in Figure 3.7. The constant current

source is switched rapidly from sensor to sensor. By providing a constant current source,

the output voltage would be directly proportional to the resistance of the FSR, and in

versely proportional to the force being applied at that sensor site.

The constant current source that is used is a voltage-controlled constant current

source [7, 18], which is shown in Figure 3.8. The voltage at the noninverting input of the

operational amplifier, Vin' controls the current flowing through the load resistor, Zv The

operational amplifier maintains the transistor emitter voltage at Vin' and biases the tran

sistor base to the value needed to hold the load current constant. The load current, iL, is
approximately equal to the current through the resistor, R, and is given by the equation
below.

There is a limit on the output voltage. It must not exceed Vill' otherwise the tran

sistor would be driven into saturation. Therefore, the load currentmultiplied by the max
imum load resistance should not be greater than Viii.

The tactile data acquisition system has four multiplexers. The sensors are mul

tiplexed by connecting all the sensors with the same label to the same mutiplexer. For

example, all sensors labelled "sensor 0" are connected to the same multiplexer.: The sen

sors underneath the same pad have the same address on their respective multiplexers, so
sensor 0 of pad x would have the same address on its multiplexer as sensor 1 of the same

pad or any other sensor of pad x. Therefore, the sensors of a pad are selected simul

taneously by selecting the same address on all the multiplexers. Signals from the four

sensor elements of a pad are obtained simultaneously using four separate current sources.
The constant current source was modified and updated from the original design (Figure
3.8) with additional features to accommodate the multiplexing ciIcuit required to access
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CONSTANT
---

CURRENT
OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

Figure 3.7: Typical CiJCuit forFSR (From FSRmanual [16], Fig. S)

-------vcc

R

Figure 3.8: Constant Current Source (From Malvino [17], Fig. 17-20, Pg. 531)
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the large number of FSR elenlents, and the signal conditioriing circuit. The modified

circuit is shown in Figure 3.9. In the modified circuit, Vin bas been replaced by a voltage

�--------------�------Vcc :12v

221C 221C
MULTIPLEXER

r-------,
I

- ..............- 1
I

• • • • 1
I
1

33 IC
221C

. Figure 3.9: Tactile Data Acquisition Circuit (1 of4)

divider, and a 22 1m resistor has been connected in parallel with the FSR elements to

provide a path for the current when all the FSR elements are disconnected during switch

ing. Also, when a FSR sensor is connected to the circuit, if there is no force on the sen

sor, the resistance would be in the megohm range [16]. If there was no 22 KQ resistor in

parallel with the FSR, the tranSistor would be driven into saturation. and it would no

longer act as a constant current source. Hence the 22m parallel resistor keeps the tran
sistor in the active region at all times. The output voltage from each current source is

connected to a signal conditioning unit, which consists of a buffer stage. The output of

each buffer stage is connected to one of the channels of the DAS-S.
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3.1.L4. FiB... Oed...

The three finpn of the &ripper provide ·1 grasp which is more stab1e than that of

twO finprs. An anaJ.ocy is the comparisoD of the stability of a tbree-Jeged stool'with

that of 1 tw�legged stool. 'fhe finger configuration enables the gripper to grip objects of
.

different sizes and shapes includinC flat, round. curved or iIresuJar objectS. The fingers,
which approach each other in 1 parallel motion, can pip the external or intemal surfaces

of an object, as shown in Figure 3.10. Gripping is possible on the intemal surface be-

EXTERNAL GRIP JNTBRNAL ORJP

rllUre 3.10: External and Internal Gripping

cause the fincen CID reverse their posidoo by passin. by each ocber. 'Ibis provides a

.JI'Cat. amount of flexibility in the appJicalions for which the gripper can be used. The

fingers of tbe.&ripper are driven by the Jrippermotor•

•
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3.1.2. GripperMotor

The gripper motor is a dc.voltage servo motor, which is remotely located in order to
minimise the siZe and the weight of the gripper� It is connected with a high strength
flexible steel cable to the finger actuator. Drive actuation of the fingers is accomplished
by a worm gear drive which maintains the holding torque supplied by the motor even

when the motor power is removed. Until themotor is reversed, the worm mechanism will

not release the holding torque from the gripper. As a result; themotor power can be com-
.

pletely removed once the gripper has obtained the desired gripping force or position.
More information on the worm drive technique is given in [7]�

A precision multi-tum potentiometer is attached to the worm shaft to provide posi

.

tion information. 'Ibis information is used, when the gripper opens or closes, to find outif
the gripper has reaChed its�vellimit.

The drive motor is driven under computer con1l'01 through a digital-to-analog con

. verter and a bi-directional power amplifier.
.

3.1.3. Computer Hardware

The computer hardware needed by robot systems is essentially the same as that of

other data processing systems. Many of the functions required can be performed by
microprocessors andminicomputers used for commercial and industrial applications [19].

Computer programs written to carry out these functions are discussed in the section on

software.

An AT&T 6300 WGS (Work Group System) microcomputer was used in the ex

periment. This microcomputer uses an Intel 8086 microprocessor as its CPU (central

processing unit). It is also equipped with an Intel 8087 math coprocessor. The 8086 and

8087 microprocessors have clock speeds of 10 MHz. The 8087 processor, which is

designed to perform arithmetic operations efficiently, provides a simple and effective
.

way to enhance the perfonnance of the 8086 processor particularly when an application is

computational in namre. As an example of its computing power, the 8087 can multiply
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two 64-bit real numbers in about 27 microseconds and calculate a square root in about 36

microseconds. H performed by the 8086 through emulation, the same operations would

require 2 milliseconds and 20 milliseconds respectively [20)•. There are 640 KBytes of

RAM on the system boaId and two disk drives oli the system. The microcomputer has
interfaces for pamllel and serial ports, andAID andD/A converters [21).

3.1.4. DAS-8

The DAS-8 board bas an analog-to-digital converter,.eight analog input channels,
three digital input lines and four digital output lines, as shown in Figure 3.11. Conver

sion of analog input voltage to a digital code was done by the analog-to-digital (AID)
converter. It can digitise voltages within the range of -S to +S volts. A multiplexer is

provided to enable the AID to select anyone of the analog input channels for conversion.
The AID derives its clock cycles from the microcomputer system clock,.with conversion

times of 3S microseconds for 12-bit conversion and 2S micloseconds for 8-bit conversion

[22). AID conversion is done by successive approximation method, and a sample-and
hold (SIH) device keeps the voltage of the selected channel constant until conversion is

completed.

Five analog input channels were used in the experiment. Out of these, four channels
were used for the sensor signals and one channel was used to digitise the signal from the

gripperposition potentiometer.

3.1.5. Digital Output

Digital output was done using the digital output lines of theDAS-8, and.a digital IIO
interface called PIO12 [23], or PIO for short. The four digital output lines of the DAS-8
were used to select the pads of the robot gripper; the PIO was used because an extra

output line was required. as a slip detection signal for subsequent processing and display.
There are three 8-bit I/O ports in the PIO. One output line of Pan A, of the PIO, was

used for the slip detection signal.
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3.L6. Other Hardware·

A D/A converter was required to drive the gripper motor. The converter used was a

DAC-02� h has two channels with each one having an output voltage range of·' to'

volts (24]. One channel was used for the experiment.

The test object used in the experiment was a hollow cylindrical aluminum tube of

length 133mm, outer diameter 28Dlm, thickness ·lmm and weight 4'.6g. This tube bad. a

sandblasted surface which provided. a random surface texture. Figure 3.12 shows a sketch

of the gripper and the test object.



figure 3.12: Gripper and Test Object

A data recorder was used to record pad selection sipals, sensor signals at the AID

input channels, and the slip detection signal from the digital IJO. The data�order used

was a seven chaond mAC XR-310 cassette data recorder. Four of the channels �

frequency modulated, while the rest are dbectmcordinl Channels. The frequency modu
lated channels wm used to record the seuscr sipals while two of the direct channels

were used to �cord the slip detection signal, and the least significant bit of the pad-select
lines. The recorded sicnaJs where later digitised and stored in the VAX computer for

plotting.

Weights were used to calibrate the sensors.
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3.2. Software

The software is used by the computer system. It consists of the system software and

the user software. System software is the collecton of programs which are needed in the

creation, preparation, and execution of other programs, while user software consists of

those programs that are written by the users of the computer system for data acquisition
and/or processing [20].

Examples of system software programs include the operating system and software

developmental support programs. The operating system of the microcomputer that was

used in the experiment was MS-DOS 3.308, release 1.01. The operating system starts up

the computer system every time it is turned Oil; and provides an interface between the

user and the computer system. It does this with the aid of the Resident Monitor which is

in the computermemory at all times while the computer is on. The operating system also

includes programs called I/O Drivers and File Management Routines. The I/O drivers

handle input and output operations to I/O ports, and storage devices such as disk drives.

Whenever a user program or other system program needs to use an I/O device, it requests
the operating system to use an I/O driver to perform the task. This gives the operating
system better control of the computer and alleviates the need to include I/O subroutines

within user programs. File managemeilt· routines are used in conjunction with the I/O

drivers for formatting disks to specific layout of sectors and tracks, reading and writing to

files to storage devices, manipulating tiles, and allocating disk tile spaces [20].

The user software was developed with the aid ofTurbo C, version 2.0. It consists of

a text editor forwriting programs, a compiler to convert the programs to a form (machine

language) which can be used by the microcomputer, and. libraries containing subroutines

or subprograms, that can be attached to any user program. Turbo C is C language with all
the ''Turbo'' features including a fast and efficient compiler. C is aprogramming language
which can be used for almost any programming task. It encourages the writing of well
structured programs and has access to assembly language programming. C language is

very portable, SO application programs written in C for one system can be easily trans

ferred to another system. It has been implemented on many machines from mainframes to

personal computers [15, 26].
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Programs were written to perform functions such as data acquisition and processing,
and grasp control. Data acquisition involved scanning the sensors periodically, by send

ing commands to the AID converter, for information on the state of the sensors. Data

processing involved using the digitised data in calculations to determine. changes in the

forces applied to the sensors. The results of the data acquisiton and processing were used
to calibrate the sensors, and in the grasp control algorithm to determine appropriate
responses that the gripper should make to changes in its environment. The next chapter
describes the sensor calibration experiment. Details of the computer code are included in

Appendices A andB.
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4. SENSOR CALIBRATION

The sensor calibration experiment was carried out to study the effect on the sensors,

of forces applied on the pads. A computer program, named CLB.C, was written to per-
.

form sensor calibration. The sensors were calibrated by suspending weights above the

gripper pads, and using the sensor calibration program to sample the sensors uDderneath

the respective pads.

4.1. Sensor Calibration Program

In this program, the user has the option of doing either 8-bit short cycle or 12-bit

conversion. The user also selects the pad to be calibrated. After the pad has been selected,
the. four sensors of the pad are sampled sequentially, and the results are displayed on the .

screen. The user can either resample the four sensors, or s�ple one of the sensors of the

selected pad, or change the initial parameters, for example, select another pad. If the
choice is made to sample .individual sensors, the user is asked to select one of the four

sensors. The selected sensor is sampled a number of times, and the arithmetic mean is

calculated. The results, which include the frequency of occurrence of the samples, and
arithmetic mean, are displayed on the screen. The flow chart of the calibration program is

shown in Figure 4.1, while the program is given in AppendixA.

4.2. Calibration Experiment

The sensor calibration experiment began with the selection of a pad. A hanger was

placed on the pad and weights were suspended from the hanger as shown in Figure 4.2.

Each sensor under the selected pad was sampled separately and the results were recorded.
The weights on the pads were increased and the sensors were sampled after each in

crease. The weights were then decreased and the sensors were sampled again. Hysteresis
in the readings was accounted for by averaging the results. The experiment was canied
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(t) Choose either a-btt
or t 2-bt t conversion

(it) Select a pad

Go to appropriate
sect ion of program

(i) Semple the four sensors
of the selected pad

(11) Display the result
on the screen

Select one of the sensors

Calculate Arithmetic Mean

NO

Figure 4.1: Flow Chart for Calibration Program
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out with the hanger placed at three different points on the pad. The points, shown in

Figure 4.3 were JUUDed "FRONT OF PAD", "CENTER OF PAD", and "BACK OF

PAD". The "FRONT OF PAD" point is 3mm from the front of the pad, the "CENTER·

OF PAD" point is 6mm from the front (and also 6mm from the back) of the pad and the

"BACK OF PAD" point is 3mm from the back of the pad.

4.3. Calibration Results

The results of the calibration of pads 1 and 9 are tabulated in Tables 4.1 and 4.2,

respectively, and graphically presented in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. Each figure
has four graphs representing the sensors underneath a pad. The horizontal axis on each

of the graphs represents the force due to the weights that were suspended from the

hanger, while dle vertical axis represents the measwement by the AID of the output volt·

age from the respective sensors. The horizontal axis annotation for all the graphs ate the
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same, so only the horizontal axis for sensor 3 has been labelled. Each graph has results

for sensor output voltages due to forces applied at the front, center and back of the pad.

4.3.1. Calibration Results for Pad 1

The results for pad 1 show that sensors 0 and 2 responded to forces applied at the
back of the'pad. However, when the weights were moved to the front of ·the pad, sensors
o and 2 gave no response other than no-load voltage (4.8 volts). The results also show

that sensors 1 and 3 were more responsive to forces applied at the front of pad 1 than to

forces applied at any other point· on the pad. AU the sensors of pad 1 showed some

response to forces applied at the center of the pad, with the largest voltage change occur

ring on sensor 2.

4.3.2. Calibration Results for Pad ,

The results for pad 9 are quite similar to the results from pad 1; with sensors 0 and 2

showing relatively large Voltage changes when forces were applied at the back of the pad,
and sensors 1 and 3 shOwing similar changes for forces applied at the front of the pad.
However, when the weights were suspended from the center of the pad, only sensor 3

showed a remarkab� voltage change. Sensor 3 also responded to forces applied at . the

back of the pad. .

4.4. Analysis OfThe Calibration Results

.

When no forc� is applied to a sensor, the resistance of the sensor is in the megohm

range [16]. From the tactile data acquisition circuit shown in Figure 3.9, all the load cur

rent would flow in the 22m parallel resistor, resulting in an output voltage of 4.8 volts.
As the force on the sensor increases, the resistance of the sensor decreases, leading to a

decrease in the output voltage from that sensor.

Since sensors 0 and 2 lie undemeath the back of the pads, it is expected that these

sensors should respond more to forces applied at the back of their respective pads than to
forces applied at any other point on their pads. Similarly, $Cnsors 1 and 3, which lie at the

front of the pads should show the highest response when forces are applied at the front of
their respective pads. .



FRONT OF PAD

Force �
(g) (v)

19 4.80
109 4.80
209 4.80
309 4.80
409 4.80
509 4.80
609 4.80
709 4.80

FRONT OF PAD

Force Output
(g) (v)

19 4.80
159 4.80
259 4.73
309 4.68
409 4.61
509 4.60

609 4.57
709 4.S3

Table 4.1: Results for Pad 1
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SENSOR 0

CENTER OF PAD

Force Output
(g) (v)

19 4.80
209 4.80.
309 4.73
409 4.71
509 4.69
609 4.67
709 4.65

SENSOR 1

CENTER OF PAD

Force Output
(g) (v)

19 4.80
209 4.80
309 4.79
409 4.77
509 4.73
609 4.71
709 4.69

BACK OF PAD

Force Output
(g) (v)
19 4.80
109 . 4.73
159 4.67
209 4.51
259 4.36
359 4.30
459 4.25
5S9 4.04
709 3.85

BACK OF PAD

Force Output
(g) (v)

19 4.80
109 4.80
209 4.80
309 4.80
409 4.80
509 4.80
609 4.80
709 4.80



FRONT Of PAD

force Output
(g) (v)

19 4.80
109 4.80
209 4.80
309 4.80
409 4.80
509 4.80
609 4.80
709 4.80

FRONT OF PAD

force Output
(I) (v)

19 4.80
109 4.73
159 4.61
259 4.49
309 4.32
409 4.28
509 4.06
609 3.90
709 3.87

Table 4.1 contd.
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SENSOR 2 .

CENTlm Of PAD

force Output
(I) (v)

19 4.80
209 4.67
309 4.57
409 4.43
509 4.28
609 4.12
709 4.06

SENSOR 3

CENTER OF PAD

force Output
(I) (v)

19 4.80
209 4.77
309 4.77
409 4.69
509 4.61
609 4.61
709 4.61

BACK OF PAD

Forte 0Jtput
(I) (v)
19 4.80
59 4.77

109 4.65
159 4.45
209 4.26
259 4.02
359 3.87
459 3.65
559 3.40

BACK OF PAD

force 0Jtput
(I) (v)

19 4.80
109 4.80
209 4.80
309 4.80
409 4.80
509 4.80
609 4.80
709 4.80
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Figure 4.4: Calibration Graphs for Pad 1



FRONT OF PAD

Force CUput
(I) (v)

19 4.80
109 4.80.
209 4.80
309 4.80
409 4.80
509 4.80
609 4.80
709 4.80

FRONT OF PAD

Force 0ltpI
(g) (v)

19 4.80

159 4.73

259 4.67

359 4.57

509 4.49

709 4.45

..

Table 4.2: Results forPad 9
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SENSOR 0

CENTER OF PAD

Force <Mput
(I) (v)

19 4.80
209 4.80

309 4.80
409 4.80
509 4.80
609 4.77

709 4.77

SENSOR 1

CENTER OF PAD

Force nupur
(I) (v)

19 4.80
109 4.80
209 4.80
309 4.80
409 4.74
509 4.74
609 4.74
709 4.73

.... _._ .. _ __ .._-_._-

BACK OF PAD

Force 0Jtput
(I) (v)
19 4.80
109 4.80
209 4.77
309 4.73
359 4.69
409 4.57
S09 4.49
609 4.41
709 4.26

BACK OF PAD

Force Output
(g) (v)

19 4.80
109 4.80
209 4.80
309 4.80
409 4.80
509 4.80
609 4.80
709 4.80



FRONT OF PAD

Force Output
(g) (v)

19 4.80
109 4.80
209 4.80 .

309 4.80
409 4.80
S09 4.80
609 4.80
709 4.80

FRONT OF PAD

Force Output
(g) (v)

19 4.80
59 4.69
109 4.53
159 4.38
259 4.10
359 3.94
509 3.79
709 3.67

Table 4.2 coDld.
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SENSOR 2

CENTER OF PAD

Force Output
(g) (v)

19 4.80
109 4.80
209 en
309 4.69
409 4.65
509 4.61
609 4.57
709 4.53

SENSOR 3

CENTER OF PAD

Force Output
(g) (v)

19 4.80
109 4.65
209 4.61
309 4.53
409 4.34
509 4.26
609 4.20
709 4.14

BACK OF PAD

Force Output
(I) (v)

19 4.80·
109 4.77
159 4.53
209 4.45
309 4.30
359 4.06
409 3.67
S09 3.44
609 3.16

BACK OF PAD

Force Output
(I) (v)

19 4.80
109 4.80
209 4.80
309 4.80
359 4.69
409 4.65
509 4.65
709 4.53
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Figure 4.5: Calibration Graphs for Pad 9
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Variations in the magnitude of the voltage changes of the sensors can be attributed

to slight differences in sensor construction and assembly. The calibration results were

applied in the grasp control experiment, which is described in the next chapter.
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5. GRASP CONTROL

Infonnation from the calibration experiment was used, in the grasp control experi
ment, to control the gripper dming grasping. The calibration results show that the no

load output voltage of each sensor is 4.8 volts. When an applied force causes the sensor

resistance to decrease, the output voltage of the sensor also decreases. Therefore, when

the gripper makes contaCt with an object, a force is applied on at least one of the sensors
which causes the resistance and hence the voltage of the sensor to decrease. The decrease .

.
in voltage is then used to indicate that the gripper has made contact with the object. .1bis
contact information was used, as the gripper closed 'on the object, to determine if the

object had been grasped. The gripper stopped when it was detected th8t the object was

grasped.

The cali�tion results also show that when a force is applied at different points of a

pad, there are different values of output voltage from the affected sensors. When an ob

ject, which has been grasped by the gripper, starts to slip, it changes its position on the

gripper. This change would be registered as a change in the voltage of any of the sensors.

Therefore a change in the voltage of any sensor, with the gripper fingers held fixed, can
be used as an indication of slippage. This slip information was used to determine if the

grasped object had started to slip. When the object started to slip, the gripper increased.
its grip. The grasp control experiment was carried out, using different numbers of grip
per fingers, and for differentmodes of slip (translational and rotational).

\ ..

The setup for this experiment is as sh� in Figme 3.1. Communication between'

the gripper and the microcomputer is bi-direetional, In one direction, the microcomputer
uses the digital.output lines of the DAS-8 to .select a pad. In the other direcdon, the grip
per presents the microcomputer, via the DAS;.8 analog input channels, the output vol

tages from the sensors of the selected pad.' A computer program, named PROl.C was

written, in C language, to perform grasp controL
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5.1. Grasp Control Program

The program utilises the results of the calibration experiment for contact and slip
detection. In this program, the user can choose to write the experimental results to the

screen and/or a file, select the pads to be sampled,. and open or close the fingers of the

gripper. The experiment starts when the user chooses to close the gripper. Program con

trol is then transferred to a subroutine named CLOSE_GRIPPER. A positive voltage is

applied, through the DAC-02, to the gripper motor to enable it to close in on the test

object. While the motor is on, the sensors underneath the selected pads are sampled se

quentially. When the AID performs a conversion, the result is stored as an integer in an

AID register. Each integer value represents a voltage, gi'ven by the equation

voltage = ( (AID reading) • 10/256 ) - 5 •

So, an AID reading of 146 translates to an analog voltage of approximately 0.703

volt. In this program, the AID readings are used in their integer forms, without trans

forming them back to the analog voltage values. Results from the calibration experiments
show that a sensor reading below no-load. voltage is an indication that there isa force

acting on the sensor. In this program, as the sensors are sampled, a sensor reading that is

less than no-load voltage indicates that the gripper has made contactwith the object. .

In addition to sampling the sensors, the microcomputer checks to see if the user

wants to interrupt the program. It also samples the potentiometer attached to the gripper

.

to detennine if the gripper has exceeded its limit. There are three ways of stopping the

motor. One way is through a user interrupt. The user interrupts the program by pressing
either ctrl-c or ctrl-break. User interrupt is recognised when the microcomputer performs

input/ouput operations such as writing toscreen, ·or when the microcomputer checks the.

status of its peripherals, such as the disk drive. In this program, the microcomputer is
.

made to periodically check the status of the.disk drive. When a user imenupt is recog- .

nised, program control is passed on to a subroutine named C_BREAK, which stops the

motor. This subroutine also allows the user to change the parameters that·were set at the

beginning of the program, or to exit the program. The motor is also stopped when the

gripper approaches its travel1imit. When this happens, program control is passed on to
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subroutine C_BREAK. The third way in which the motor is stopped is when a sensor

indicates that the gripper has made contact with an object. The motor is turned off, and

control is returned to the main program for the next stage of the experiment, which is slip
detection.

.

The calibration experiment showed that a change in the position of the.applied force
on a pad results in a change in the output voltage of the sensors of that pad. The grasp

.

control program utiliSes this information to check for slippage of the grasped object by
sampling the sensors repeatedly until a change of output voltage is detected from one of

the sensors. The sensors of the selected pads are sampled and the results are stmed in part
of a ring buffer.11?-e sensors·are sampled again and the results are stored in another part
of the ring buffer. The data in. the ring buffer is processed by sub1raCting the previous
sample valaefrom the latest value, for each sensor. Slip is detected when a sensor value

shows a change ofmagnitude greater than the preset threshold. The threshold value used

in this experiment is 3. This means that when subtracting the two samples of a sensor, if

the subtraction yields a result that is greater than 3 (0.117 volt), or less than -3 (-0.117

volt), then the object has started to slip. If slip is not detected, the oldest set of sensor

readings are discarded, the sensors are sampled again, and the new samples are compared
with the results of the previous sampling interval. This process of sampling, checking for

slip, and discarding old samples continues until either slip is detected, or the user inter

rupts the program.

When slip is detected, program control is transferred to a subroutine named

CON'IROL_ACTION. In this subroutine, the microcomputer puts out a high signal on

port A of the PIO, and turnS the motor on, for an arbitrary time of·SO milliseconds,.to
enable the gripper to increase its grip on the test object. If previously requested by the

user, the result indicating the sensor that slip was detected is written to file and/or screen•

. The motor is then turned off, the signal on Port A goes low, and control is returned to the

main. program. The microcomputer then discards all samples in the ring buffer, and

proceeds to resample the sensors.

The microcomputer is able to recognise user interrupts because it also checks the
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status of the disk drive in addition to sampling of the sensors. An interrupt request from
the user causes program control to be transferred to subroutine C_BREAK. This sub

routine allows the user to exit the program, ormodify the parameters that were set at the

begjnning of.the program. These parameters include the number of pads to. be sampled,
the write operations of the program, and openninglclosing of the gripper. If the user

chooses to modify the initial parameters, control is transferred to the appropriate part of
the main program. If the user does not choose to do any of these options, the contents of

ring buffers are emptied and sampling is repeated.

Opening the gripper fingers transfers control to subroutine OPEN_GRIPPER. In this

subroutine, the microcomputer applies a negative voltage to the gripper and the gripper
potentiometer is sampled.When the gripper approaches its limit, themotor is stopped and

program control is returned to subroutine C_BREAK.

The only way that the user can gracefully exit the program is when the program is

interrupted through ctrl-c or ctrl-break. This transfers program control to subroutine

C_BREAK. The user then chooses the exit option that is presented in this subroutine to

quit the program. The flow chart for the program is shown in Figure. 5.1, while the

program code is in Appendix B.

5.2. Slip Modes For The Test Object

Two slip modes were identified for the test object, translational slip and rotational

slip. Figure 5.2, shows the gripper, the test object and the test object axis. Translational

slip occurs when the test object moves in a direction which is parallel to the test object
axis, while Rotational slip motion is as a result of tilting of the test object axis.

5.3. Grasp Control During Translational Slip

The grasp control experiment was carried out as the test object was firstmade to slip
in the translational direction. Three tests were catried out for translational slip. In the first

test, the pads on the three gripper fingers were sampled; in the second test, the pads on

two �gers were sampled; and in the third test, the pads on one finger were sampled.
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Figure 5.2: Gripper andSlip DiIections

Each gripper finger has a total of 4 pads. Pads 0 to 3 lie on finger A, pads 4 to 7 lie on

finger B, and pads 8 to 11 lie on finger C. The results are shown in Figures S.3 to SoS.

There are six graphs in each figure. The horizontal aXis for each .graph is the time axis,
.

while the vertical axis is the voltage axis. The divisions on the horizontal axis of each

graph are similar, so the horizontal axis for� bottom graph is the only one that has been
labelled. The slip-signal and pad-select graphs in each tigun: represent the signals that
were recorded by the direct reconting channels of the data recorder. These channels can

only record ac voltages. The slip-signal graph repIeSents the signal that the microcom

puter puts out on the PIO when slip. has been detected, and the signal after the gripper has
increased its grip on the test object. The pad-select graph represents the least significant
bit of the digital output lines that select the pads, and therefore shows the switching times
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for each pad. The remaining four graphs represent the signals that were recorded by the

frequency modulated channels of the data recorder. These voltage sigilals are from the

sensors that'lie underneath the respective pads. The ordinates of the graphs represent

fmces on each sensor as it is selected. The frequency modulated channels of the data

Iecorder can record both constant and changing voltages.

5.3.1. Grasp Control with Sampling ofTbree Fingen

Figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(b) show the results for-the test carried out with sampling done
on three fingers. The selection sequence of the pads was from pad 0 to pad 11. Figure
5.3(a) shows when slip occurs. In this figure, the pad-select graph shows the pads being
sampled during two time intervals. o.mg the time interval between -145.9 and 149.6

ml, all the pads were sampled. The sensor 0 graph shows that the object was gripped by
pad 5; the sensor 2 graph shows that the object was also gripped by pad 9, and the sensor -

3 graph Shows that the object was gripped by pad 1. From the calibration graphs of

Figure 4.4, for pad 1, and Figure 4.5, for pad 9, sensor 2 graph indicates that the force on

pad 9 was about 135 grams, while sensor 3 graph indicates that the force on pad 1 was

300 grams.

As the sensors were sampled continuously, spikes were observed in the output sig
nals of the sensors. These spikes were most likely due to switching transients in the

circuitry driving the pads. In order to ensure that the AID conversion started after the

spikes had died down, a 0.00 ms delay was introduced after each pad was .switehed on or
selected. Each pad was switched on for a total of 0.27 ms, This time included the delay
time and the time it took to sample all the sensors underneath the selected pad.

After all the pads were sampled, the results- were compared with the results from the_

previous sampling. The comparison is shown in the pad-select graph of Figure 5.3(a) be
tween 149.6 and 151.8 ms. The scan time is determined from the time it took to sample
the sensors, and to check for slippage (or process the data) by comparing the new data

with data that was acquired in the preceeding sampling interval. When measured on the

oscilloscope, the scan time was 5.35 ms, and the sensor data processing time was 2.11

ms. As there were no voltage changes above the threshold value, sampling was repeated.
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This is shown in the time interval between 151.8 and 155 ms. Dming this sampling inter

val, sensor 3 was the only sensor which measuied a voltage change above threshold. The

magnitude of the voltage change was 0.24 volt. 'Ibis change, which is shown after the

time of 151.9 ms, caused the microcomputer, while comparing the samples, to put out a

low-to-high signal on the PIO. This low-to-high signal, which is shown on the slip-Signal
graph at time 158.6 ms, also indicates that the motor was turned on, thereby causing the

gripper to increase its grip on the test object. The motor was tmned on for.a period of 50.
ms. Figure 5.3(b) shows the results for the time periods just before, and after the motor

was turned off. When the motor was turned off, the microcomputer put out a high-to-low

signal on the PIO. This signal appears after 206.3 ms on the slip-signal graph of Figure
5.3(b). The p»select graph shows that the pads were sampled immediately after the

motor stopped. Two sampling intervals are shown in this graph. The first interval was
between 206.3 and 209.9 ms. The samples that were obtained from this sampling interval
were not compared with previous samples because sampling began after the gripper in

creased its grip on the test object. Comparison of samples occurred at the end of the

second sampling interval, at about 213.5 ms. The increase in grip of the test object
resulted in changes in the voltages, as shown on the graphs for sensors 0, 2 and 3. These

changes show increases in the forces that were applied to sensor 0 of pad 5, sensor 2 of

pad 9, and sensor 3 ofpad 1. From the calibration graphs ofFigures 4.4 and 4.5, the force
on pad 9 was increased to about 300 grams, while the force on pad 1 was increased to

about 720 grams.
.

5.3.2. Grasp Control.with Sampling ofTwo Fingers

The grasp control.experiment was also carried out with sampling restricted to the

pads on two fingers. The results are shown in Figure 5.4. Eight pads were sampled. The

sampled pads were from pad 4 to pad 11. Figure 5.4 shows two sampling periods. In the

period that is shown between 164.6 ms and 167 ms, the sensor 0 graph indicates that the

object was gripped by pad 5, the sensor 1 graph indicates that the object was gripped by
pad 6, and the sensor 3 graph indicates that the object was gripped by pad 10. The results

.

show that the object was sensed by the sensors on pads 5, 6, and 10. Since pads 5 and 6

lie adjacent to each other, the results indicate that when the object lies between two pads,
it can still be sensed by the sensors of both pads. Comparison of results for slip, or data
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processing time, took l.S3ms, while the scan time was 3.7ms: The comparison of results

is shown in Figure 5.4, on the pad-select graph between 166.7 ms and 168.5 ms. Another

sampling period occurred after the comparison. During this period, the object was made

to slip. This.caused a voltage change above threshold on seasorI of pad 6. As a result of

this measured change, a low-to-bigh slip signal was given by the microcomputer, and the

grippermotor was turned on, as shown in the slip signal graph.

5.3.2.L Grasp Control with Sampling ofOne Finger

·The grasp control experiment was also carried out with sampling performed on one

tinger. The pads sampled were pads 0 to 3, which are on tinger A. The results, which

appear in Figure 5.5, show that the object was sensed by sensors 2 and 3 of pad 1. When

the object started to stip, changes occurred on both sensors. Sensor 2 measured an in

crease in voltage (which meant a decrease in applied force), and sensor 3 measured a

decrease in voltage (which meant an inCrease in applied .force). The two changes were

above the threshold value. This was recognised by the microcomputer and the grip on the
test object was increased. The data processing time was 0.97 ms, and the scan time was

2.05 ms.

5.4. Grasp Control During Rotational SUp

The grasp control experiment was carried out for the case of rotational slip. The

experiment was carried out with Sampling of three fingers, two fingers, and one finger
.

respectively. In addition to grasp control, the microcomputer stored in � file, information
on the sensor from. which it had =cognised that changes above threshold had occurred:

5.4.1. Grasp Controlwith Samplina ofTbree Fingen

The results of the experiment in which sampling was carried out on three fingers are
shown in Figure 5.6. In the �pling interVal that is shown between 77.s ms and SO.8

ms, the object was sensed by sensor 0 of pad 5, sensor 1 of pad 6, sensor 2 of pads 1 and

5, and sensor 3 of pad 1. Changes in some of the voltage readings appeared in the next

sampling period. These changes were a decrease in voltage of sensor 2 of pad 1, and an

increase in voltage of sensor 3 of pad 1. The changes show that the object had sUpped
and cauSed a decrease in the bee on sensor 3 of pad 1, and an increase in the force OIl
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sensor 2 of pad 1. Table 5.1 shows the results that were written to the disk file by the

microcomputer. Although all the sensors were sampled, sensor 2 of pad 1 was the first

sensor on which s�p was detected, so this was the only result that was written to the file.
The results from Table 5.1 indicate that during the sampling interval before slip, a read

ing of value 245 (= 4.57 v) was recorded from sensor 2 of pad 1. During the following

Table 5.1: Slip detected by theMicrocomputer

PAD 1
. SlDtSOR 2

1st val - 245 - 4.570 v

2nd val - 238 - 4.297 v

chang. - -7

sampling interval, the new value for the same sensor was 238 (= 4.297 v). While com

paring the values from all the sensors, the microcomputer recognised a change of -7 (=
-0.273 v) on sensor 2 ofpad 1. The change, which had amagnitude that was greater than

the threshold, indicated that slip had occurred. This caused the gripper to increase its grip
on the test object.

5.4.2. Grasp Controlwith Sampling ofFewer Fingers

The grasp contrOl experiment was carried out with sampling of two fingers, and

after that, <?ne finger. The microcomputer was able to detect slip for both cases. The scan

times were similar to those of the translational slip experiment

s.s. Analysis OfGrasp Control Results

The results from the grasp control experiments show that when the test object was

grasped with a pad of the gripper, not all the sensors of the pad indicated that the object
has been grasped. This was due to the magnitude, and points of contact of the forces that

were exerted on the gripper pads. The results also showed that the scan .time improved
when fewer pads/fingers were sampled. An improvement of the scan time means a reduc-

.
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tion in the cycle time for sampling each of the sensors. However, an observation of the

results show that the more sensors that are sampled, the better the chances of sensing
when the grasped object starts to slip because when the object starts' to slip, some of the

sensors do not indicate that the object has changed its position.
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6. CONCLUSION

6.1. Summary

For a robot system to be able to successfully manipulate objects, it should be able· to

detect when the object has been grasped, and when the object starts to slip. Once sliphas
been detected, it should be able to apply enough force on the object to stop further slip
ping. This project presents the design ota system which uses sensory feedback from the

tactile sensors of a robot gnpper to Control grasping.
.

. .

.

The gripper, which has three fingers had been designed and built in the Departments
of Electrical and Mechanical &gineering, at the University of Saskatchewan. The three

fingers provide a stable gripping configuration that enables the gripper to handle many

shapes and sizes of objects orworkpi�. An object is grippedwith gripping pads on the

gripper. The object can be gripped on its internal surface (where applicable), and on its
external surface. The pads, which are made from polyurethane material. have a high

.

coefficient of friction, and do not damage or $C!'atCh the surface of the workpiece. Under-.
neath the pads are compliant material, tactile sensors and circuits.'

The tactile sensors .of the gripper are.made from electrically conductive polymer
material, and sold under the trade name Force Sensing Resistor (FSR). The resistivity of
each sensor drops u an increasing force is applied to its surface. 'I'he1'e are four sensors

underneath each pad, and four· pads per finger, leading to a total of 48 sensors for the
i" .

. .

gripper. The sensors are connected to multiplexers, and are selected seqUentially. When

. a sensor is selected, it is· connected to the data acquisition circuit and driven by a·constant

current source. The output voltage tiOm the circuit is digitized far use by.a miCiocom

puter.· When a forceis applied to the selected sensor� the output VOltage of the circuit
decreases.
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Calibration experiments were carried out to study the response of the sensors to

changes in force applied on the pads. Experiments were also carried out to control the .

grasping process of the gripper. A computer program, named CLB.C, was written to

perform calibration of the sensors, while another program, called PROJ.C, was written
for grasp controt Both programs were written in C language.

The sensors under a pad were calibrated by selecting the pad, hanging weights at

various points on the pad, and measming the output voltage from each sensor underneath

the pad. The calibration results showed that all the sensors had the same voltage output
when there was no applied force. The results of the· calibration also showed that the

output voltage from the sensors depended on the magnitude and the point of application
of the force. The sensors that were at the back of a pad respondedmote to forces applied
at the back of the pad than to forces applied at any other point.on the pad. The sensors at

the front of the pad respondedmore to forces applied at the front of the pad than to forces

applied at other points on the pad. The information from the sensor calibration experi
ments was used in the. grasp. control experiments to determine when the gripper had

grasped an object; and when the object had started to slip. The test Object was a hollow

cylindrical workpiece with sandblasted surface.

The grasp control experiments were canied outwith the object made to slip in trans

lational and rotational directions. As the gripper closed on the object, contact with the

object was determined by sampling the sensors of the gripper to check if the output volt

age of any sensor was less than the no-load voltage. After the object had been grasped, .

slip detection was determined by sampling the sensors of the gripper to check if the mag
nitude of the change in the output voltage of any sensor was above a preset threshold

When slip was detected, the gripper increased its grip on the test object. The scan time is

determined from the time it took to sample the sensors, and to check for slippage (or

process the data) by comparing the new data with data that was acquired in the preceed
ing sampling interval. Sampling was canied out on. the Sensors underneath the pads of

.

three fingers, two fingers, and one finger, respectively. When the pads on the three

fingers were sampled, the scan time for each sensor was 5.35 ms; when the pads on two

fingers were sampled, the scan time was 3.7 ms; and when the pads on one finger were

sampled, the Scan time was 2.05 MS.
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6.2. Conclusion

A sy�tem has been designed, for an existing three-fingered robot gripper, which uses .

tactile sensory feedback to control grasping. The sensors of the gripper were calibrated

to determine how the sensor readings varied with changes of the applied force. The

calibration results showed that the system was able to detect changes in the magnjtude
and posidon of the force applied on individpal pads. Information from the sensor calibra

don experiment was used in the system for grasp control

The system is capable of sampling the sensors of the gripper to detect when ·the

gripper has gripped an object, and when the object starts to slip. Sampling can be per

formed on the sensors of three fingers, two fingers, or one finger. It takes 3.24 ms to

sample all· the sensors Oil three fingers, and slip can be detected within 2.11 ms after

sampling. It takes 2.17 ms to sample all the sensors on two fingers, and slip is detected

within 1.53 ms after sampling is completed. In the case of one finger, the sampling time

is 1.08 ms, and slip is detected within 0.97 ms after sampling. When slip is detected, the

system puts out a signal and a motor is turned on to increase the grip and stabilize the

grasp.

6.3. Future Research

The scan time for each sensor, which improved as the number of sampled fingers
decreased, was limited by the software, the system delays, and the cycle time of the

microcomputer. The scan time could be further improved by using a faster microcom

puter, and by writing some critical code in assembly language.

The results have shown that not all the sensors under a pad responded when an ob

ject was gripped at the pad. Also, among the sensors that responded, when the object
started to slip, not all the sensors showed changes above threshold. Therefore an im

provement in the scan time meant that the probability ofdetecting slip decreased because

fewer sensors were sampled. A new gripper could be designed with more 'care taken to

ensure uniform response of each sensor. Sensors of a different size and shape could be

. used to examine these effects on gripper response. Smaller sizes could result ingreater

spatial resolution as well
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Grasp control is an aspect of force control In the grasp control experiments, the

actual force applied to the test object was not measured. Additional work could be

carried out to incorporate the grasp control algorithm in a force control algorithm.

Eventually the gripper should be attached to a robot arm and the whole system used

in a pick-move-and-place operation, to study how it behaves under these conditions.
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A. PROGRAM CLB.C

This appendix contains the algorithm and computer program that was used to

calibrate the sensors of the gripper. The program is called CLB.C, and it was written in C

language.
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ALGORITHM FOR PROGRAM CLB.C

select bit:

Ask user to choose between 8 or 12 bit conversion;

Set Das-8 register, no-load and maxt.wa values;

select_pad :

Ask user to select pad;

Initiali.e data storage array sens[];

rpt_saap:

Initiali.e counters, and
trans�er the contents of sens [ ] to pre_sens [ ];

Sample the sensors o� the selected pad, and
store the results in array sens [ ];

calculate the output voltages o� the sensors;

calculate changes in the saDsor'readings
i.e. sens[ ] - pre_sans[ ];

Display results on the screan;

way:
If user wants to change pads, goto select_pad;

els. i� user wants to calibrate a SaDsor

goto cal_sans;

else i� user wants to chang- fraa 8 to 12 bit
conversion or vice-versa goto select bit;

-

else if user wants to chang_ the number o� times a

selected sensor is sampled goto change samps;-

else i� user wants to quit, goto and;

else if user wants to repeat display,o� all
4 sensor readings goto rpt_samp;
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cal sens:
-

Ask user to select a sensor;

Initialize counters;

samp elm:
-

Initialize sensor data storage array;

Take samples o� sensor data ;

Call Subroutine AW to calculate
the arithmetic mean ;

Display results on the screen;

I� user vants to repeat sampling o� the
selected sensor, goto samp_elm;

.else goto way;

change_samps:

Print number o� times sensor is sampled;

Input the ne. number �rQB the user;

goto way;

Subroutine AW

Display sensor voltage. and �raquency o� occurence;

Calculate arithmetic mean o� the new sample.;

Calculate arithmetic mean o�
new samples below no-load voltage;

Calculate arithmetic mean o�
previous and present samples;

Display results ;

return;
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1* PROGRAM�.C *1

1* Program to calibrate the robot gripper "'I

#define D8 Ox330 1* base address of DAS8 *1

#define lDGH 4095 1* Highest no. expected from aid *1

#define· NO_OF_SENSORS 4

#include <stdio.h>

#include <math.h>

#include <dos.h>

int n, no_load, NO_OF_SAMPLES, dv[ lDOH + 1 ] ;

vlt, fsd;float

double psum , pcount , pave ;

double cum_ave, last_count , last_sum ;

double pj, sqn( ) ;

main( )
(
int pad, eoc, sens[ NO_OF_SENSORS ],

pre_sens[ NO_OF_SENSORS ], bit_len,
a_d, tot_chng ;

void AVE() ,
outpOrtb( int opt, unsigned char val ) ;

char wd;

int getche(), count ;
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float volt[ NO_OF_SENSORS] , all_ave ;

int op, chn, cc ;

unsigned char inportb( int ptid ) ;

NO_OF_SAMPLES = 2048 ;

select_bit:

printf(" (Type 8 for 8 bit aid conv. It);
printf(" or any other key for 12 bit)\nlt);

bit_len = getche( ) ; printf(''\n It);

bit_len = bit_len - '0' ;

if ( bit_len = 8 )

(
a_d = D8;

fsd = 256. ;

no_load = 251 ;

)

else

(

bit_len = 12 ;

a_d = D8 + 1 ;

fsd = 4096. ;

no_load = 4016 ;

)
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select_pad :

printf(" Which pad do you want to calibrate (0 -> 11)1\0");
printf(" (note: type a for 10 and b for 11)\0");
pad = getche( ) ; printf(''\n");

if (pad == 'a' II pad == 'A' ) pad = 10;
else if ( pad == 'b' II pad == 'B' ) pad = 11 ;
else pad = pad - '0';

pad = pad * 16 ;

outportb (08 + 2 t pad) ;

for ( n = 0 ; n <= NO_OF_SENSORS -1 ; n++) sens[ n] = 0 ;

rpt_satnp :

tot_chng = count = 0 ;

for (n = 0; n <= NO_OF_SENSORS -1 ; n++)

pre_sens[ n ] = sens[ n ] ;

for ( n = 0 ; n <= NO_OF_SENSORS - 1 ; n++ )
(

outportb (08 + 2 , pad + n); '* select pad + sensor *'

outportb (a_d ,0); 1* start aid conv. *'

while ( ( inportb(08+2) & 128 ) != 0 ); '* end of
conv.? */

sens[ n ] = inportb(08+1) ;

if ( bit_len != 8 ) sens[n] = sens[n] * 16 + inportb(D8) /16 ;

if ( sens[n] < no_load) count
:

= count + 1 ;

volt[n] = (float) (sens[ n ]) * 10.' fsd - 5. ;

}
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printf(''\n PAD %d\n", pad/16);

for(n=O; n<=I;n++)
(

printf(''\n SENSOR %d SENSOR %d\n", n, n + 2);

printf(" %d = %.4fv %d = % .4fv\n",
sens[n], volt[n], sens[n+2], volt[n+2]);

if( (sens[n] - pre_sens[n]) 1= 0 ) tot_chng = tot_chng + 1 ;

if( (sens[n+2] - pre_sens[n+2]) != 0 ) tot_chng = tot_chng + 1;

printf(''\n change = %d change = %d\n",. sens[n] - pre_sens[n],
sens[n+2] - pre_sens[n+2 ] );

}

printf(''\n No. of sensors in which ") ;

printf("tbere are changes = %d\n II,tot_chng) ;

printf(''\n");
printfr type p to change Pad, c to calibrate a sensorn");
printf(" b to change Bit length,\n");
printf(" v to change no of samples per sensor, q to quit");
printf(" or any other key to show all sensor readings\n");

wd = getche( ) ; printf(''\n"); printf(''\n");

if ( wd= 'p' " wd= 'P' ) goto select_pad ;

else if ( wd = 'c' II wd = 'C' ) goto cal_sens ;

else if ( wd = 'b' II wd == 'B' ) goto select_bit ;

.

else if ( wd = 'v' II wd= 'V' ) goto change_samps ;

else if ( wd= 'q' II wd= 'Q' ) goto end;

else goto rpt_samp;
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cal_sens:

printf("'nIt);
printf(" Which sensor do you want to sample? It);

chn = getche(); chn = chn • '0' ;
printf(''\nIt);

op = pad + chn ;

outportb(D8 + 2, op); 1* select channel */

last_sum = last_count = cum_ave = 0 ;

samp_chn :

for ( n = 0 ; n <= }UGH; n++ ) dv[n] = 0 ;

for ( n = 0 ; n <= NO_OF_SAMPLES· 1 ; n++ )
(

outportb( a_d ,0); /* start aid conv. */

while( ( inportb(D8+2) & 128 ) != 0 ) ; /* end of conv. ? */

cc = inportb(D8+1);
'.

if ( bit_len != 8 ) cc = cc * 16 + inportb(D8) /16 ;

dv[cc] = dv[cc] + 1 ;

}
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1* process results *1

printf("a");
printf(" PAD %d SENSOR %d\nff, pad /16 , chn );

AVE( ) ; 1* Calculate average */

printf(''\n");
printf(" No. of bits used for conversion = %d\n", bit_len );

printf(" Do you want to repeat sampling on this channel (yIn) ? ft);

wd = getche( ); printf(t'\n ft);

if ( (wd == 'n') II (wd == 'N' ) ) goto way;

goto samp_chn ;

change_samps :

printf(''\nft);
printf(" No. of samples per sensor = %d\n", NO_OF_SAMPLES);

printf(ft Total no. of samples = %d\n",
NO_OF_SAMPLES * NO_OF_SENSORS);

printf("Input new value for no. of samps. per sensor ft);
scanf(ft%dft, &NO_OF_SAMPLES);

goto way;

end: ;

}
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1****. SUBROUTINE AVB ****/

1**** Subroutine to calculate average ****/

void AVE()
(

double all_sum, all_ave , all_count ;

printf(''\n_v_ _voltage_ _freq of occurence_ \n ");

for (n = 0 ; n <= mOH ; n++ )
{
if ( dv[n] != 0 )
{

vlt = ( (float) (n) * 10./ fsd ) - 5. ;

printf(" %d % .4f %d\n", n , vlt, dv[n] );

}

}

psum = pcount = pave = 0 ;

for ( n = 0 ; n < no_load; n++ )
{

if (dv[n]!= 0 )

{

pcount = pcount + (double) ( dv[n]) ;

psum = psum + (double) (n) * (double) (dv[n]) ;

}

}
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all_sum = psum ; all_count = pcount ;

for ( n = no_load; n <= HIGH; n++ )
{

if (dv[n]!= 0 )
{

all_count = all_count + (double) ( dv[n] ) ;

all_sum = all_sum +

(double) (n) * (double) (dv[nD

)

}

if ( all_count != 0 ) all_ave = all_sum / all_count ;

printf("\n AVERAGE OF SUM OF ALL SENSOR READINGS = ") ;

printf(1t % .4t\n1t, all_ave) ;

printf(''\n FOR AlL SENSOR READINGS ") ;

printf(1t BELOW NO-LOAD VALUE \nit);

if ( pcount != 0 ) pave = psum ! pcount ;

vlt = ( pave * 10. ! fsd ) - s. ;

printf(''\n AVB. = % .4f = % .4f v\n", pave, vlt );

last_sum = last_sum + psum;

last_count = last_count + pcount ;

if ( last_count != O. ) cum_ave = last_sum !last_count ;

vlt. = ( cum_ave * 10./ fsd ) - S.; printf(''\n");

printf(1t CUMMULATIVE AVE. = % .4f = % .4f v\n", cum.ave, vlt) ;

printf(t'\n TOTAL COUNT = %.Ot\n", lasLcount);

}
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B. PROGRAM PROJ.C

This appendix contains the algorithm and computer program that was used to per

form grasp control. The program is calledPROJ.C, and it was written in C language.
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ALGORITHM FOR PROGRAMPROJ.C

Setup user interrupt i.e.
ctrl-c I ctrl-break subroutine;

Initialise registers;

st nd
_

Select pads to be sampled;

op_cls

I� user wants to close the gripper �ingers

{
call CLOSK GRIPPD subroutine ;

goto sec�h&se ;

}

else i� user wants to open gripper �ingers,

call OPD_GRIPPD subroutine ;
,

sec�hase :

Sample the sensors o� the selected pads
and store the results;

rpt_samp :

Check �or user interrupt. ;

Sample the sensors again, and store the results ;

Check both set o� results �or slip ;

I� results indicate that the object has slipped

{
call COlftROL_AC'lIOR subroutine ;

discard all samples ;

goto sec�base ;

}
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alse

{
discard oldest samples ;

goto rpt samp ;
-

}

Subroutine OPD GaIPPD

/* Subroutine to open tha gripper */

Put out a high sigDal on the PIO port ;

Turn the motor on to open the gripper ;

Limit check
-

I� gripper limit is axe_dad .

{
stop motor ;

sound ball;

call C BRZAK subroutine
-

}

goto limit check ;
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Subroutine CLOSE GIlIPPBll

/* Subroutine to close the grippe� */

Turn the motor on to close the grippe� ;

saaplaJ>&ds :

Check for user interrupt ;

Sample the pads and store results ;

If object has baeD grippecl

(
put a high (Sv) signal on PIO port ;

stop motor ;

If earlier requested, write, to screen,
the sensor which grip was detected ;

put out a low signal on the PIO port ;

return ;

)

Limit check :
_

Sample potentiometer channel ;

If gripper limit is axe_dad

(
stop motor ;

sound ball;

call C_BUAK subroutine
)

goto sample_pads ;
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Subroutine C BRZAK

1* Subroutine to hancU. user interrupts *1

stop motor ;

Get prompt �raa user to change
any o� the previous settings ;

Return to appropriate portio�s o� the main program ;

Subroutine CORDOL ACTIO.

Put out a high signal on PIO port ;

I� earlier requested, write to screen, the sensor

"hich the microcomputer �irst detected

changes above threshold;

A1so, i� earlier requested,
write the same information to disk �ile ;.

Turn on the motor to increase the grip on ol)ject ;

Wait for 50 milliseconds ;

stop motor ;

Put out a 10" signal on PIO ;

Return ;
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,. PROGRAM PROl.C *'

,. Program to control slipping *'

#define D8 Ox330 1* base address of DAS8 *1

Idefine D8_1 Ox331

#define D8_2 Ox332

Idefine D2 Ox340 1* base address of DAC2 *1

#define D2_1 Ox341

#define PIO Ox350 1* base address of PIO *1

#define BELL 7

#define

#define

Idefine

Idefine

Idefine

Idefine

NO_OF_SENSORS 4

SAMPS_PER_SENSOR 2

BUFF_SIZE (SAMPS_PER_SENSOR * 12 )

OP_LIM 118

CL_LIM 80

SLIP_DETEcr 3

#include <stdio.h>

#include <setjmp.h>

#include <math.h>

#include <dos.h>

int op_cL;

jmp_buf skp, jumper , ch_pd , w_wrt ;

char . c_dir, skip_info, want_wn ;
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int getche( ) ;

int START_PAD, END_PAD , NO_OF_PADS;

int cc, j, k, n, p, Lb , Hb , pad,

Iast_spc, indx ;

int minus_SLPD ;
void

.

outportb( int opt , unsigned char val), exit( );

unsigned char inportb(int ptid ), lmt.chk,

sens[ BUFF_SIZE] [NO_OF_SENSORS];

int C_BREAK( ) , setcbrk ( ), getverify( ), getcbrk( ) ;

void CLOSE_GRIPPER( ) , OPEN_GRIPPER( ), CONTROL_AcrION( ) ;

void delay ( );

unsigned mtr_pulse = SO ; 1* millisecs *1

unsigned char pad_del, pad_count = 10 ;

FILE *WRT;

maine)
(

char wd;

setcbrk( 1 ); 1* set control - break setting *1

ctrlbrk(C_BREAK) ;

minus_SLPD = -1. * SLIP_DETECT ;
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1* set up the system *1

outportb( PIO + 3 ,Ox80);/* PA of PIO is made an O/P port */

Lb = 0 ; Hb = 128 ;

outportb( D2, Lb); outportb( D2_1, Hb); 1* Dac2 OPO = Ov */

setjmp(w_wrt) ;

printf(''\n Do you want to write results It) ;
printf("to a data file? (y/n)\n");

want_wrt = getche( ) ; printf('\nIt);

if ( (want_wrt= 'n') II (want_wrt = 'N') )
(
want_wrt = 'n' ;

goto st_nd;
)

want_wrt ='y' ;

WRT = fopen ( "wrtdat", "wt" ) ; /* Open data file */

printf(''\n Data file name is WRTDAT\n") ;

st_nd : START_PAD = 0; END_PAD = 11 ;

printf("\n") ;
putcbar(BELL);
printf(" Ready to sample from pad %d to pad %d\n",

START_PAD, END_PAD );

printf(''\nIt);
printf(1t Do you want to sample these pads? (y/n)\n");
c_dir = getche( ) ; printf(''\n'');

setjmp(cb_pd) ;

if ( (c_dir= 'n') II (c_dir= 'N') ) goto stIt_pd ;

else if ( (c_dir= 'p') II (c_dir= 'P') ) goto strt_pd ;

else goto npds
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Stlt_pd :

printf(''\n PADS ARE NUMBERED FROM PAD 0 TO PAD l1\nlt);

printf(''\nIt);
printf(" Which pad do you want to start sampling ?\nit);
printf(" (note: type a for pad 10 and b for pad 11)\nlt);
wd = getche( ) ; printf(''\ntt);

if . «wd == 'a') II (wd == 'A'» START_PAD = 10;
else if( (wd == 'b') II (wd == 'B'» START_PAD = 11 ;
else START_PAD = wd - '0' ;

if ( (START_PAD < 0 ) II (START_PAD> 11 ) ) goto strt_pd ;

end_pd:

printf(''\n tt);
printf(tt Which pad do you want to end sampling ?\ntt);
printf(tt (note: type a for pad 10 and b for pad 11)\0");
wd = getche( ) ; printf(''\n") ;

if ( (wd == 'a') II (wd == 'A'» END_PAD = 10 ;
else if( (wd == 'b') II (wd == 'B'» END_PAD = 11 ;
else END_PAD = wd - '0' ;

if ( (END_PAD < 0 ) II (END_PAD> 11 ) ) END_PAD = START_PAD ;

if ( START_PAD> END_PAD )
(
CC = START_PAD; START_PAD = END_PAD; END_PAD = cc ;
)

npds : NO_OF_PADS = END_PAD - START_PAD + 1 ;

last_spc = NO_OF_PADS * 2 - 1 ;

setjmp(skp) ;

printf("\n Do you want to skip infonnation on It);
printf(" which pads slip occurs (YIn) ?\nIt);
skip_info = getche( );

if ( skip_info == 'N' ) skip_info = 'n' ;
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opn_cls:

printf("\nlt) ;

printf(1t Do you want to (o)pen or (c)lose the gripper ?-.nil);
op_cL = getche( ) ; printf(''\nlt);

setjmpGumper) ;

if ( (op_cL == '0') II (op_cL= '0') )
(

printf(''\n It);
printf(1t Openning Gripper and sampling pads \nil) ;

printf(1t To stop process: \n") ;

printf(1t Press ctrl-c or ctrl-Break \nil);

OPEN_GRlPPER ( ) ;

)

else if ( (op_cL = 'c') II (op_cL = 'C') )
(
printf("\nlt);
printf(1t Closing Gripper and sampling pads \n") ;

printf(1t To stop process: \nil) ;

printf(1t Press ctrl-c or ctrl-Break \n");

CLOSE_GRIPPER ( ) ;
)

printf(''\n It);
printf(It**** Checking for slippage from PAD %d to PAD·%d ****\0",

START_PAD, END_PAD );
printf(''\nIt);
printf(1t Press ctrl-c or ctrl-Break ");
printf(ltto suspend sampling process \nil);
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sec_phase :

k = -1 ;

for (j = START_PAD; j <= END_PAD; j++)
{

pad = j * 16;

outportb (08_2 , pad); 1* select pad */

for (pad_del = 0; pad_del <= pad_count; pad_del++) ; 1* delay */

k = k + 1 ;

for ( n = NO_OF_SENSORS - 1 ; n >= 0 ; n-- )
{
outportb (08_2 , pad + n); /* select sensor */
outportb ( D8 , 0 ) ; /* start aid conv. */

while ( ( inportb(08_2) & 128 ) != 0) ;/* end of conv.? */

sens [ k ] [ n ] = inportb(D8_I) ;

}

}



rpt_samp :

getverify(); 1* Check for user interrupt */

if (k -last_spc ) k = -1 ;

for (j = START_PAD ; j <= END_PAD; j++ )

(

pad = j * 16;

outportb (O8_2 t pad) ; /* select pad *1

for ( pad_del = 0 ; pad_del <= pad.counr : pad_del++) ; 1* delay *1

k=k+l;

for (n = NO_OF_SENSORS - 1 ; n >= 0; n- )
(
outportb (O8_2 t pad + n); 1* select sensor */
outportb ( D8 to) ; 1* start aid conv. */

while ( ( inportb(08_2) & 128 ) != 0) ;/* end of conv.? */

sens [ k ] [ D ] = inportb(D8_1) ;

)

)
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1* compare results *1

p = END_PAD ;

indx = k - NO_OF_PADS ;

if ( indx < 0 ) indx = last_spc;

for (j = k ; j >= k - NO_OF_PADS + 1 ; j-- )
{

for (0 = NO_OF_SENSORS - 1 ; n >= 0; n--)
{

cc = seos[j][n] - sens[indx][n] ;

if ( ( cc > SLIP_DETECT ) II ( cc < minus_SLPD »
(

CONTROL_ACTION( ) ;

goto sec_pbase ;

}

}

indx =indx-l; p=p-l;

}

goto rpt_samp ;

}
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/*........... SUBROUTINE CLOSE_GRIPPER •••*.*****••••••*••,

/* Subroutine to close the gripper .,

/* and to check if object has been grasped *1

void CLOSE_GRIPPER ()

(

op_cL = 'c' ;

/* Close Gripper by making DAC2 OPO = 4v ./

outportb( D2, 0); outportb( D2_1 , 25 );

k = -1 .

,

S8Dlple_pads :

getverify(); /* Check for user interrupt ./

if ( k= last_8pC ) k = -1 ;

for (j = START_PAD; j <= END_PAD; j++ )

{

pad = j • 16;

outportb (08_2 , pad); /* select pad */

for ( pad_del = 0 ; pad_del <= pad_COull! ; pad_del++) ; /* delay ./

k = k + 1 ;
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for ( n = NO_OF_SENSORS - 1 ; n >= 0 ; n-- )
(
outportb (D8_2 , pad + n); /* select sensor */
outportb ( 08, 0 ) ; /* start 8 bit aid conv. */

while ( (inportb(D8_2) & 128 ) != 0); /* end of conv.? */

sens [ k] [ n ] = inportb(D8_1) ;

}

}

1* Check to find out if the object has been Grasped */

P =END_PAD;

for (j = k; j >= k - NO_OF_PAOS + 1 ; j-- )
(

for (n = NO_OF_SENSORS - 1 ; 0 >= 0 ; n-- )

(

if ( sens£j)[n) < 249 )
(

outportb( PIO, 1) ; 1* Put out High sig. 00 PA */

Lb = 0 ; Hb = 128 ; /* DAC2 OPO = Ov. */

outportb( 02, Lb );
outportb( 02_1 , Hb ); /* stop motor */

if ( skip_info= 'n' )
(
putchar(BEIL); printf(''\n");

printf(''\n OBJECT GRIPPED AT ");
prlntf(II PAD %d SENSOR %d\n", P ,0) ;

printf(''\n");
prlntf(II SENSOR READING = %d\n", sens£j][n] );
}
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outportb( PIO, 0) ; /* Put out Low sig. on PA */

return ;

}

}

p=p-l;

}

Limit_check

outportb (D8_2 , 4); /* pot. sensor */
outportb ( D8 , 0 ) ; 1* start aid conv. */

while ( (inponb(D8_2) & 128) != 0 ); /* end of conv.? */

lmt_chk = inponb(D8_1) ;

if ( lmt_chk < CL_LIM )

(

1* If Gripper exceeds limit */
1* Stop motor by making DAC2 OPO = Ov */

outportb( D2, 0 );
outportb( D2_1 , 128 );

putchar(BELL);
printf("\n") ;

printf(" Gripper Limit exceeded \nil) ;

C_BREAK( );

}

goto sample_pads ;

}
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/*................ SUBROUTINE OPEN_GRIPPER •••••••••••••••••••••,

/* Subroutine for openning the Gripper .,

void OPEN_GRIPPER ( )
(

op_cL = '0' ;

outportb( PIO, 1) ; /* Put out High sig. on PA .,

Lb=O;Hb=2S0; ,. OAC2 OPO = -3.7v .,

outportb( 02, Lb); outportb( 02_1 , Hb ); ,. open pad .,

Limit_check :

outportb (08_2 , 4) ; ,. pot. sensor.'

outportb ( 08 , 0 ) ; /* start aid conv. .,

while ( (inportb(08_2) & 128 ) != 0 ); ,. end of conv.? .,

lmt_chk = inportb(D8_1) ;

if ( lmt_chk > OP_UM )
(

Lb = 0 ; Hb = 128 ; /* OAC2 OPO = Ov .,

outportb( 02, Lb );
outportb( 02_1 , Hb ); ,. stop motor >fe,

outportb( PIO, 0) ; /* Put out Low sig. on PA *'

putchar(BELL); printfC'\n") ;
printf(" Gripper Limit exceeded \nil) ;

C_BREAK() ;

)

goto Limit_check;

)
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/******************* SUBROUTINE C_BREAK *********•••••***••*••**/

/* Subroutine to handle ctrl-break and ctrl-c interrupts */

int C_BREAK ( )

(

outportb( D2. 0 );
outportb( D2_1 .128 ); /* stop motor */

printf(''\n");
putchar(BELL); putchar(BELL);
printf(''\n");
printf("- Sampled from PAD %d to PAD %d -\nil,

START_PAD, END_PAD );

printf(''\n");
printf(''Type c to close gripper. 0 to open grippenn");
printf(" p to change pads • q to terminate program\n");
printf(" s to change information status on slippage\n");
printf(" w to (or not) write to a data file\nil);
printf(" or any other key to sample pads\n");

c_dir = getche( ) ; printf(t'\n");

if ( (c_dir == 'p') II (c_dir == 'P') ) longjmp(ch_pd, 1) ;
else if ( (c_dir == 'c') II (c_dir == 'C') ) op_cL = 'c' ;
else if ( (c_dir == '0') II (c_dir == '0') ) op_cL = '0' ;
else if ( (c_dir == 'q') II (c_dir == 'Q'» exit();
else if ( (c_dir == 's') II (c_dir == 'S'» longjmptskp.I) ;
else if ( (c_dir == 'w') II (c_dir == 'W'» longjmp(w_wrt,l);
else op_cL = 'z' ;

longjmp(jumper, I);
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/**** SUBROUTINE CONTROL_ACTION .***'

/* Subroutine to take control action when object is slipping *'

void CONTROL_ACl10N ( )

(

float VI, V2 ;

outpOrtb( PIO, 1) ; /* Put out High sig. on PA *'

if ( skip_info == 'n' )
(
putcbar(BELL);
printf(''\nIt);

printf("\nj;
printf(It PAD %d SENSOR %d\n", P , n ) ;

printf(''\n 1st val = %d 2nd val = %d\n",
sens[indx][n], sens[j][n] );

printf(ltcbange = %d\n", cc );

}

outportb( 02, 20 );
outportb( 02_1 , 10); '* close pad : OAC2 OPO = 5 v *'

if ( want_wrt == 'y' )
(
VI = sens[indx)[n] * 10. , 256. - 5. ;

V2 = sens£j)[n] * 10.' 256. - 5. ;

fprintf(WRT, ''\n PAD %d SENSOR %d\n", p , n ) ;

fprintf( WRT:l\,n 1st val = %d = % .3f v", sens[indx][n], VI );
fprintf( WRT,"\n 2nd val = %d = % .3f v", sens£j][n], V2 );

fprintf(WRT, ''\n change = %d\n", cc );

}
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delay ( mtr_pulsc ) ;

outportb( D2, 0 );
outportb( D2_1 , 128 ); 1* stop motor: DAC2 OPO = 0 v *1

outportb( PIO, 0) ; 1* Put out Low sig. on PA *1

return ;

}
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